__ magazine paid $150,000 to publish pictures of the assassination
Oswald's Carcano __ is now an exhibit at the National Archives
Kennedy was shot in ___ Plaza in Dallas, TX on November 22, 1963
Some believed there was a sniper behind a fence on a ___ knoll
Officially, Lee Harvey Oswald was considered a lone __
Oswald was a 24 year old, former __ in 1963
Clint Hill, a __ Service Agent, climbed onto the car as it sped away
The __ Commission took 10 months to decide Oswald acted alone
They landed at Love Field ___ in Dallas where the motorcade started
JFK's body was forcibly taken by the secret service, prior to an ___
The first sound was not immediately recognized as a ___ by many
The Secret __ made many changes to its procedures afterwards
The President was ___ at the crowd as he was shot
Oswald was initially ___ for the murder of Dallas police officer J.D. Tippit
Chief Justice Earl Warren was the __ of the investigating commission
Texas Governor John __ and his wife were in the car; John was injured ___ shot Oswald before he could stand trial
JFK was declared dead at ___ Memorial Hospital
Abraham __ filmed about 26 seconds of JFK's final moments
The presidential ___ was a 1961 Lincoln Continental convertible
The ___ was headed to a luncheon meeting at the Dallas Trade Mart
Some think the CIA, Soviet Union, or ___ Crime had JFK killed
The Warren Commission included the ___ and depositions of 552 people
There are many ___ theories as to why Kennedy was shot
Oswald fired from the sixth floor window of the Texas School Book ___
___ Kennedy refused to change out of her blood-stained clothes
The ______ theory suggests that one shot hit both the governor and JFK
Lee Harvey Oswald defected to the ___ from 1959 to 1962